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A Number Fun Quick Link Guide for:

White Rose Maths

Click the Video Thumbnail
The hyperlink will take you to this song’s 
page on the Number Fun Portal   
(Note: You will need to log into the Number 
Fun Portal to access each song’s resources.)

Click the Icon Thumbnail to hyperlink to this 
resource in the Number Fun online Shop 

Click the Concept Teaching Video 
Thumbnail to hyperlink directly to the video

Hyperlinks:

Here is a quick reference guide to help you link the White Rose Planning with the Number Fun Resources.   

This document contains hyperlinks to:
Key Number Fun Song Video – the ideal video to help children begin to explore this small step.

Additional Number Fun Links – additional resources to support and extend the learning within this small step.

Check out our Guide to using Number Fun Videos and Portal effectively.  Many Number Fun videos are accompanied by 
Teacher Ideas Packs, designed to provide creative games and activities to support the teaching of each objective.  

For information about all the Number Fun Training, Consultancy and Resources visit: www.numberfun.com.

Year: 

Number: Addition & Subtraction

Spring Term 2022: 

Block: Weeks: to

https://numberfun.com/shop/
http://numberfunportal.com/
https://numberfunportal.com/using-portal-effectively/
http://www.numberfun.com
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ey11_the_number_fun_races/
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Small Steps

This is the ultimate Number Fun 
classic!  Farmer Pete has 10 

sheep but he keeps losing them 
from his sheep pen. Great for 

understanding number bonds in 
a story context.

Use this video to remind children 
of the meaning of the Greater 

Than, Less Than and the Equals 
signs (required in the final small 

step in this block).

The elephant is counting 
on up the number line.  The 

visualisation helps children to 
understand to count on from any 

particular number.  Alternative 
verses show subtraction on a 

number line.

Two sneaky criminals have 
20 coins to share fairly.  The 

systematic exploration of number 
bonds to 10 is visualised in tens 
frames and embedded in story.

In this video each representation 
includes the partitioning of twelve 
coins between the left and right 
pockets.  Use to extend the final 

varied fluency idea into reasoning.

1: Add by counting on

2: Find and make number bonds

Top Number Fun Shop Suggestions

Top Number Fun Warm-Up Suggestions

Year: 

Number: Addition & Subtraction

All shop suggestions are downloads 
unless highlighted otherwise.

Number Track 
This is a basic 1-120 Number Track 
ideal for using alongside different 
types of counters or for use on a 

presentation screen.

Spring Weeks: to

Tens Frame Addition Cards 
This pack of Tens Frame Addition 
Cards helps children reason about 

the addition of two single-digit 
numbers.  Visualisations help 

children explore the finding and 
making of number bonds.

1-120 A1 Number Grid 
Laminated Write On/Wipe 

Off Poster
This popular A1 laminated write 
on/wipe off 1-120 Grid Poster is 
double-sided and features Base 

10 imagery, clearly showing each 
number as a combination of 10s 

and 1s. Ideal for exploring addition 
and subtraction. (Physical product)

Tens Frame Bus
Percy the Bus Driver is driving his 
double decker!  Picture cards have 
children sitting down or standing up 
on the bus, and also standing at the 
bus stop.  Great for game playing, 
reasoning and exploring addition 

and subtraction.

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks92_greater_than_less_than_10/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks39_farmer_pete/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks43_number_bonds_to_20/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks22_elephant_on_my_number_line/
https://numberfun.com/product/number-track-1-to-120/
https://numberfun.com/product/tens-frame-addition-cards/
https://numberfun.com/product/1-120-number-grid/
https://numberfun.com/product/10s-frame-bus-download/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks69_little_coins/
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5: Subtraction - Crossing 10 (1)

6: Subtraction - Crossing 10 (2)

3: Adding by making 10

4: Subtraction - Not crossing 10

Pirate Captain Hugh and Pirate 
Captain Bert are trying to add up 

the number of coins they own 
together. Use the first two verses.

Farmer Pete is also using a 
‘Make 10’ strategy to count his 
eggs.  Pause after he declares 
each total and reason about the 

tens frame imagery.

Part Whole Models
This free download is a set of Part-
Whole Model templates – standard 
Part/Whole model with two parts, 

plus a version with three parts and 
one with four parts.  Recording 

sheets are included in this pack.

Tens Frames (Colour)
This is an extensive set of Tens 
Frame images (100 tens frame 
in total) that explore different 

arrangements of cubes in a tens 
frame.  Images are selected by 
the teacher and children choose 
2 random cards explore using 
resources and making 10 as 

required.  Includes empty tens 
frames.

This video helps children 
understand three different 

structures of subtraction in a story 
context (reduction, comparison 

and partitioning).   
Note: The solution in a subtraction 
calculation is called the difference, 

so whatever the structure you 
are always finding the difference 

between 2 numbers.

This video helps children 
understand three different 

structures of subtraction in a story 
context (reduction, comparison 
and partitioning).  Use the first 
verse as an introduction to the 
reduction structure (7 - 5 = 2).  

What would 17 - 15 equal?

Russ drives a very special bus - a 
bus for sheep!  At each bus stop 
sheep either get on the bus or 

off the bus.  Encourage children 
to use a tens frame and some 

counters to represent the sheep.  
Pause and reason when crossing 

10 for subtraction.

1 to 20 Image Cards 
This set of 1 to 20 Image Cards 
provides 12 powerful images to 

support children’s understanding of 
the numbers from 1 to 20.  Choose 

a set, e.g. coins cards.  Turn 
over two cards and calculate the 

difference in values.

Year: 

Number: Addition & Subtraction

Spring Weeks: to

Tens Frame Bus
Percy the Bus Driver is driving his 
double decker!  Picture cards have 
children sitting down or standing 

up on the bus, and also standing at 
the bus stop.  Great for exploring 

subtraction in a practical and story 
context.

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks59_apples/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks59_apples/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks64_mtc_addition/
https://numberfun.com/product/part-whole-model-templates/
https://numberfun.com/product/tens-frames-cards-colour/
https://numberfun.com/product/1-to-20-image-cards-expanded/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks35_my_name_is_russ/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks27_farmer_petes_chicken_song/
https://numberfun.com/product/10s-frame-bus-download/
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8: Compare number sentences

Bus Stop Cards 
Each Bus Stop card shows a 
combination of boys and girls, 
sitting down or standing on the 

bus, or standing at the bus stop.  
Compare two pictures e.g. 4 on the 

bus and 3 off the bus < 5 on the 
bus and 6 off the bus  

4 + 3 < 5 + 6

7: Related facts

Year: 

Number: Addition & Subtraction

Spring Weeks: to

This video bats backwards and 
forwards corresponding number 
facts.  The imagery used is that 
of Number Shapes.  Encourage 

the children to use Number 
Shapes and alternative images, 
such as tens frames, to visualise 

the related facts.

This video provides children with 
a helpful classroom mantra: The 

Equals Sign is a Balance!
Pause the video at 0:39 and reason 

about the image.  We have some 
missing numbers.  What could 

we add to both sides to make the 
scales balance?  What if we added 

3 to both sides? (4 + 3 < 7 + 3).  
Use Number Shapes and balance 

scales.  Record the number 
sentences.  Extend.

Tens Frame Bus
Percy the Bus Driver is driving his 
double decker!  Picture cards have 
children sitting down or standing 

up on the bus, and also standing at 
the bus stop.  Great for exploring 

related facts.  E.g. 3 get on the bus 
and then 3 get off the bus.

https://numberfun.com/product/1-to-20-image-cards-expanded/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks36a_the_number_fun_table_tennis_championships/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ks20_balance/
https://numberfun.com/product/10s-frame-bus-download/

